
By PATRICIA LOVEN

Staff Writer

Claire Washington MSN CRNP
one of the new nurse practitioners

Arcadias Student Health Service

Shes been nurse practitioner for

20 years and previously worked at

Community College of Philade

Ms Washington has assisted in

stance abuse programs and

Temple Universitys school for at

She currently is an adjunct pro

Drexel University and enjoys wi

with students Ms Washington

in focusing on the health of the mind New Director Claire

body and spirit and feels that hugs are
rest of the Health Cet staff

often necessar
practitioner for the students when they are atMs Washington sat down for one-
their home away from home

on-one interview with The Tower
Are there any new programs or servic

What brought you to Arcadia
es at the Student Health Service Center

University Walk for Weilness sponsored by the
This is my first experience working at

Weilness Center will be held Wednesday
residential college and enjoy working with

April 18th at noon and it supports the Susan
the student population like being the main

Komen foundation for breast cancer

By Kaitlyi

Student L4Ł rom the evening includ

Where Is My

Hi Societys flaw

etive

rock

poverty lead singer

to audience members about the

ta

wards the

cause he had come to

The vibrations could be

Saturday night as ten performers

concert in Stiteler Auditorium Eveni

further being felt as far away

States where the money rais

Rock the Cause is in

America and Darfur We recognize still

dont have the basic necessities of is shame This year in

2007 people still dont have those things So we wanted to support

America cause as well as Darfur because
----

genocide situation People are we

wanted to split it up to show that iome

and abroad says Jessica Boyer pre

Association CSA who

Half of the

Cause show

countries around the

alleviate the crisis thai

million completely rd

is going to go to

the United Statesc

those affected by nati

The conc

Ive been following Darfur for five
years now so when

heard what the concert was benefiting we were in We drove all the

way from Lancaster to support the cause And even better we found

out that half the money was going to fight American poverty Most

people dont realize that theres third world conditions in most urban

areas right here in America says Sowards 27 who was once an

International Relations major

formers we

ltheç

that we

deeply corn

ahead for next

over

and is

all the concert

seeing the Live shows was completely

inspired by they did and wanted to do something and thought

concert might be interestingto have one at Arcadia on smaller

scale But didnt know how to do it wasnt part of club wasnt

sure how to go about it And Jess was president of the CSA and

brought up the idea and she absolutely loved it and thats how it all

started says Borger

This years concert began with Knight Club performing

dance routines to selections from the musical Rent Later in the show

Knight Club would perform again with hip-hop number Other

Arcadia performers included junior Maura Fox as solo artist on gui

tar and piano senior Patrick Gleeson accompanied by sophomore Matt

King on guitar and junior Sean Burke as lead singer of the band

Nomad Fool Their performance of the bands original song Undone
was one of the highlights of the evening with rousing reaction from

LaBaron

Meet the new Director of Student Health Services

Please see Rock page

research Were offering HIV testing every

month Also \C have the Stress Relief

Thursda which has two programs for stu

lcntfacul and staff to release the built up

lite Its every Thursday

in the Heinz Lobby

hester theL .1 be more programs

to sexual health and general health

along with programs about HPV and

want to work with college

went from working with the general

men in the substance abuse

also taught enjoy the pop
connect really well with stu

the appreciation from the stu

and usually 80 percent of the students

can be helped by nurse practitioner The

young people need someone that can help

them while away from home And some

times hug is needed as part of the prescrip

tion for students

Please see Health Services page
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farewell message

would like to take this

opporrtinity to personally thank

the Students Faculty and Staff

for
allowing me the chance of

being part of the Arcadia experi

ence even if for little while

The overall personality

of Arcadia will be remembered

by me always and used as pos
itive comparison of what

University campus can be

This has truly been one

of the most if not the most influ

ential experience of my ongoing

professional career cannot

begin to express my gratitude to

the campus community and

although it saddens me to move

forward Arcadia will be place

that will always live in me
Once again from the

bottom of my heart thank all of

you for your patronage and wel

coming me as part of this warm
and inviting community

Hanna Schein

Interim Gei

Par

ons for the

edition

The photograph accom

panymg the article entitled The

Vagina Monologues showcases

Arcadaas talent on page

incorrectly credited Joshua

Blustem Associate Professor

Psychology and University

Photography took the cast

photo



We feel the need on

behalf of the Office of

Information Technology to

respond to the blatant inaccura

cies raised in CJ Johnsons article

Mice Internet Heat The prob
lems with campus housing as

well as the article Campus-wide
wireless Internet by Jake Scalici

both appearing in the Wednesday

March 21 2007 issue of The

Tower

Rife with inaccuracies

both articles point out students

ever-increasing desire for

Internet access and bandwidth

This involves huge amount of

resources and planning Last fall

for example we doubled the

shared connection bandwidth in

the residence halls This semester

IT implemented new rooms
Library function for doing

research We are constantly rais

ing the bar on how we can

improve upon all of services we

provide It would have

behooved these two reporters to

have actually met with senior

member of our team which was

suggested to both of the writers

more than once This would have

helped to prevent the gross inac

curacies reported in both articles

It cannot be overlooked

that there simply was no discus

sion between these reporters and

IT senior staff whatsoever about

why Arcadia is not moving
toward wireless network In

fact if any time at all was taken

as it should have been to consult

the Network team they would

have been able to report accurate

ly

When an individual user

experiences connectivity prob

lems that certainly does not mean

that the network is down Far

from it Both hardware and soft

ware issues especially spyware

and privacy managers are often

at the root of the difficulty In

such cases contact IT to get some

help solving individual problems

Some facts users should know

about ResNet

The Residence Hall net

work ResNet is running very

efficiently The ResNet Internet

availability has been at 99.99%

since the start of the semester We

have not experienced any major

outages this semester

There are over 215

computers between the Library

Boyer Hall and Brubaker for stu

dents to use if they are having

problems with their ResNet con

nection

We always notify the

campus in advance of any

planned maintenance performed

via variety of means

Obviously we cannot inform

campus about unplanned outages

experienced by our ISP Internet

Service Provider

We do not prevent legal

file sharing We do prohibit the

illegal sharing of copyrighted

material

The ResNet is capable

of 100 Mbps mega bits per sec

ond speed to Arcadia Web serv

ices and shared 20 Mbps con

nection and was doubled last

fall to the internet IT monitors

and shapes the traffic to allow

optimal bandwidth to each and

every user Even so bandwidth-

hungry applications video

streaming file sharing online

gaming ete can sometimes clog

the pipe
There are plans to expand

and improve wireless coverage

on campus

The Office of

Information Technology recog

nizes the need for internet in the

residence halls and has been

working to meet that need by

building robust reliable net

work for the students of Arcadia

We are understandably upset and

dismayed at such an unfair and

totally inaccurate representation

in The Tower

Sadly the article did

nothing but misinform

Dave Jaeger MCSE CCNA
Network Manager

to speak about the

bottled up feelings

they had prepared

for just in case

they got called on

Except instead of

being politically

correct hear

everything from

personal accounts

of racism to stereo

types and strong

biases

hear

occasional rants

Walking out to my car at 3am

in the early hours of cold rainy

Wednesday morning see the

looming neon-orange sticker on

the drivers side car window Do

Not Attempt to Move or Operate

Vehicle Oh no thought this is

the college stu

dents version of

being grounded

My parking

permit apparentlyisnt
enough .theres

boot on my back ___________

drivers side tire

So mad could have gnawed it

off with my teeth called Public

Safety and explained my dilem

ma However being the stubborn

cheap college student that am
when found out about the hefty

price tag $40 refused to pay

and therefore couldnt have the

boot removed decided instead

to plead my case the next morn

ing to Public Safety

As commuter Ive been

sure to park in the designated yel

low lines of Oak Summit the

lines reserved for students so as

not to be ticketed or inconven

ience anyone who lives in the

apartments that isnt student

Little did know that all those

tickets crumbled up in my back

seat are there because cant park

in Oak Summit 1600s or Manor

at all not because parked in the

wrong space

The next morning when

spoke to an officer of Public

Safety he explained that there are

packets one receives when issued

parking permit that outline the

parking regulations and areas

allowed on campus and in the

apartments do not remember

receiving such packet and if

did it probably went into pile

on my desk with all of the other

paperwork that is handed out in

the beginning of the year That

pile is still there now on my

By BETH MINKUS

Staff Writer

desk along with the class sched

ule list from the previous year

But apparently blind ignorance is

not good enough excuse to get

out of paying parking fines

Commuters are not the

only ones who have issues with

ticketing Simone Oliver soph

omore resident of Oak Summit

says Parking is terrible There

are too many rules about where

you can and cant park and there

is no leniency feel as though

every time park my carl have to

fear possible ticket It stresses

me out

have also heard conver

sations in which people are com

pletely surprised that they cannot

park in certain area or certain

area at certain time of day and

have been parking there since

their first day on campus
Confused spoke to Jim

Bonner the director of Public

Safety at Arcadia and asked what

the differences are between the

various types of hang tags His

response was The two types of

permits you are discussing are the

hang tag for students who

live in the various residence

halls and the tag issued to

commuter students and those

who live off campus There is

no difference between residents

and commuters as

they relate to utilizing on-campus

parking lots that are designated as

Student lots

However only special

S/OS Student/Oak Summit

permits are allowed at Oak

Summit And even if you live in

Oak Summit that doesnt give

good reason

myself am not an

exception As an

Asian American

that grew up in

poorer impover

ished black

urban setting and

transitioned to

White subur

bia have found

stigma deeply

engrained in

racism am

grateful to have

had that opportu

you automatic permission to park

in those parking lots Of those

living in 4-person apartments

only two are allowed S/OS per

mits and they must park between

the yellow lined spaces only

According to the Public

___________ Safety page of

Arcadias website

registered vehicles

____________ sity employees

and students are

not allowed to park in visitors

spots at any time Also $15

ticket will be issued for any of the

following If your permit is not

validly displayed it should be

hanging from rear-view mirror

if one is parked in an unautho

rized space or lot parked in fire

zone handicapped space

non-parking area lawns spaces

without lines hash marks two

or more spaces if there is viola

tion of posted signs or university

traffic violations or any other

violations the officer finds

After three tickets your

vehicle may be booted which

means your car is immobilized

In order to remove the boot the

car owner must pay all previous

tickets if they have failed to do

so already the one that is on the

car in addition to the boot and

$25 extra to remove it If the

owner fails to remove the boot

the car will be ticketed for each

day it is left there and eventually

towed at the owners expense

am not sure that the

entirety of the campus will ever

be clear on where to park and

even if they are am not sure that

this problem will end completely

But one thing am sure of Be

sure to read the packets you are

given when your hang tag is

issued

Lourys command of such difficult sub

ject was incredible Every one of her

points was backed by eye-opening exam-

pies and intellectual perspectives that

added clarity to my outlook on race

first off want to clarify that the

problem with racism is not just black ver

sus white issue In fact it drives me insane

when hear professors or fellow peers

refer to racism as the great divide between

blacks and whites Occasionally what

they perceive as the wild card race most

commonly the Hispanic race is mentioned

Rarely included are the Asian or Native

American races along with the several

combinations of mixed races as if they are

subordinate to the common misperception

that everything is black versus white

Racial difference is continuum and

shouldnt be constricted to just black ver

sus white issue want to encourage every

one to think of race as our televisions

today pixilated with many colors not like

televisions of the past which only dis

played black and white

Please see Racism page

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor

Wednesday Atril 2007
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Thoughts on campus parking

Blind ignorance is not

good enough excuse to get

out of paying parking fines

may

parked

nated

areas

only be

in desig

parking

and univer

Opinion Unspoken words about racism
By CJ JOHNSON classroom of the situation described above Everyone would like to believe

Staff Writer hear ramblings from other classmates that they are well educated and opinionat

All of sudden everyone has the courage ed in certain ways for

Awkward silence lingers over the

classroom You can feel the tension get

ting tighter and tighter around you If peo

ple had mind bubbles like comic strips

you could see everyone rehearsing the

politically correct way of stating their

opinion

Your more passive and less con

frontational peers will undoubtedly detract

to nicely gift-wrapped defmition found

in the textbook to escape criticism

Meanwhile you and everyone else in the

room have surge of thoughts channeling

your mind yet everyone still sits there no

hands raised In this case stalemate is

declared and you have never been so

relieved to have class end early Welcome

to the power of race and social baggage

that comes along with this touchy subject

This scenario is one that Ive encountered

several times as an Arcadia student The

subject in this instance happened to be

social constraints hindering race equality

All too often as head out of the

Some find it diffi

cult to voice what they

feel about racism feel

ing they are vulnerable

to discrimination or

vulnerable to being

accused of racism

from some students asking why we need to

always discuss issues like racism in

required Arcadia courses like Justice and

Pluralism It becomes evident that some

find it difficult to voice what they feel

about racism feeling they are vulnerable

to discrimination or vulnerable to being

accused of racism

nity to experience both extreme ends of the

spectrum during my lifetime

recently spoke with Dr Doreen

Loury Arcadias very own professor of

Racism Myths and Realities We dis

cussed both of our experiences with racism

in our society and talked about the reality

illusions and affects of this issue Dr
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The reasons behind AUs lack of

The Facebook group

entitled Single Straight Guys at

Arcadia We Do Exist is per
fect indication of the lack of male

students on campus and the senti

ment it causes Regardless of sex

ual orientation or relationship sta

tus however students and visi

tors cannot ignore the obvious

absence of male students here at

Arcadia While Arcadias admin

istration does not deny this truth

it is interesting that there is no

mention of Arcadias all-female

status in the historical inforrna

tion posted on the main website

This may add to the credibility

the rumors regarding the schools

misreporting on the actual male

to female ratio during campus

tours and to prospective students

According to Mark

Lapreziosa the Assistant Vice

President of Enrollment

Management Arcadia tries to

make sure tour guides have

updated information but it is

generally easier to say three to

one as the ratio rather than 72

percent to 28 percent The 72

percent figure is considered

fairly consistent statistic even

though the number does fluctuate

from year to year But the more

important questions may be How

would Arcadias dynamic change

with larger male population

And is the school doing anything

to boost male enrollment To

understand these questions and

their answers its necessary to

visit Arcadias history

All students know the

basic history of Arcadia it was

formerly an all-female school

called Beaver College The dates

and facts may be little fuzzy for

some but somewhere in the

course of selecting Arcadia weve

all learned at least little about

the schools past

Beaver College was an

all-female institution for 120

years Tn 1973 however policy

changed and males were allowed

to enroll According to

Lapreziosa there is legend that

only 13 males enrolled during

that first year Whether or not

that figure is accurate the reality

was that male enrollment was

extremely low There may be

many reasons for this but

Lapreziosa attributes the lack of

male enrollment to the absence of

college marketing and public

relations

These and

PR were alien concepts to uni

versities says Lapreziosa

lot of parents and guidance coun

selors didnt know the

change Therefore due to lack

of communication many were

under the impression that Beaver

was still all female

When Beaver changed

to Arcadia however pr was no

longer foreign concept to high

er institutions So in 2001

great effort was made to let peo

ple know about the name change

and it worked Arcadia made the

news and other colleges even

male students
By MICHELLE TOOKER

Editor-in-Chief

how to implement smooth

name-change Clearly marketing

and PR were the missing factors

in advertising about the 1973

change

While there is no way to

determine how much the lack of

advertising about the change has

altered todays current male

enrollment it is obvious that it

has had significant affect

Arcadia is in sense still battling

its history But has Arcadia

made any substantial effort to

level out the male to female ratio

on campus

Lapreziosa says the

answer is yes and no While the

school has made some changes in

the last 15 years in hopes of

bringing in more men some of

the additions also served to

increase female enrollment

These additions include the con

struction of the Kuch Center

emphasis on more proactive

recruiting in mens sports and the

implementation of new academic

programs such as international

business and criminal justice

Of course there is also

national discussion about the fact

that more females are going to

college than males Lapresziosa

says that at most private colleges

the student body is 62 percent

female In addition according to

recent New York Times article

by Tamar Lewin entitled The

New Gender Divide At Colleges

Women Are Leaving Men in the

Dust men make up only 42 per

cent of the nations college stu

dents This trend merely works

against Arcadias desire to attract

more male students

To overcome these

trends something drastic would

have to be done like taking

money from other areas says

Lapresziosa By taking money

from other areas more males

could be targeted by offering

them more financial aid and

scholarships For obvious rea

sons this practice is not ethical or

used by Arcadia

While Lapresziosa says

increasing male enrollment is in

the mix of something we want to

accomplish and is talked about

regularly it is not one of

Arcadias primary goals

So how do students feel

about the lack of males on cam

pus
think there should be

more males for nice balance

says senior Erin Bruno

However think it shouldnt be

forced to have that balance

Junior Chris Cleary

says dont mind it it gives me

chance to see what it is like to

be minority of sorts When Im

in class and there are group proj

ects get to work with some of

the best and brightest women
When asked if Arcadia

should focus on recruiting more

males students responded with

think Arcadia should

focus on being good school and

the recruitment will take care of

Ochonicki

can see how the incor

poration of more male students

would be beneficial to the diver

sity dynamic at Arcadia however

feel that larger male popula

tion will grow on its own in the

future as Arcadia as university

grows and can offer more pro

grams to its students says

Cleary

The topic however may
resonate differently with students

who were here before Arcadia

went co-ed Alumna Tina Brick

from the class of 1967 has some

very insightful thoughts on why

she attended an all-female acade

my and what her experience was

like

am very social but

decided that same-sex college

would probably be good thing

for me was worried might

flunk out if didnt have any

social restraints during the

week says Brick

When Brick attended

Arcadia policies were just begin

ning to change When entered

Beaver in September 1963 it was

the old fashioned outlook of the

college We had curfews and

dress codes remembers Brick

Rules were getting old in the

early sixties and thankfully

things did start to change by my

sophomore year and drastically

changed by my junior year
While the rules were

little overbearing at times for

Brick and her classmates Brick

enjoyed her experience at Beaver

College and found it helped her

later in life

realized some years

ago that when was in business

situations always felt equal

After considering this in conver

sations with co-workers attrib

uted my feeling

to attending same-sex col

lege didnt always get equal

treatment in business but never

went into situations feeling less

than equal to men
For the future of Arcadia

Brick suggests As painful as it

might be to the older Alumni the

emphasis has to be on creating

and sustaining campus culture

that appeals to both sexes think

the University is doing good job

of remembering the past but very

strongly focusing on the future

Hopefully as that continues for

ward more men will want to

choose Arcadia

Thus the future of

Arcadia in terms of gender repre

sentation remains unknown But

considering the current trends in

education and the fact that

according to Lapresziosa

Arcadias two largest goals are

bringing in large enough class

with academic quality and offer

ing access to underrepresented

and under funded students

through financial aid and scholar

ships no one should expect to see

rise in male students anytime

soon

came to Arcadia for advice on itself says junior Adam
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By VICKY THOMPSON
Contributing Writer

On Monday March 27th at 730PM panel dis

cussion with media professionals was held in the

Librarys meeting room The main focus of the

evenings dialogue was how Public Relations people

and Journalists relate and utilize each other The

media pros were Tim Panaccio and Tom Beldon from

the Inquirer Jen Boyett from CN8 Bruce Gordon

representing Fox 29 and Andrew Fraser on behalf of

PAs Associated Press The MC for the evening was

Arcadia Professor Lou Grossman

The evening started out with the media pros

taking about five minutes each to introduce them

selves and what they are doing currently with their

jobs After they finished the floor was opened for

questions which continued till 930PM One point

was made loud and clear to the approx 45 students

who attended PR people who call the journalists and

other media pros all the time seeing if they are going

to use the material they sent in or asking if they

received the information at all is very annoying

point was that they all receive

many pitches

of pitches they

decisions to go

the first sentence

immediately Do

Beldon They dont

long-winded jargol

tences Fraser ad

ence would want

the who what

enough

There was also decent portio

about knowing your audience PR

their research about the medium that they are

an idea to Dont pitch sports story to the business

editor Dont send television journalists still photo

graphs to use as their visual Do find out specific

person to send it to

PR people and journalists must work together if

either of their jobs is going to get done There are

good and bad media professionals and by working in

that field you will learn how to work with each of

them

Arcadia University STUDENT LIFE The Tower

Media professionals enlighten

journalismand PR students
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By KAITLYN FOTI

Student L/ Editor

costs for The ARC over 300%

Cleary 21 fills in his co-host Amy Longo
Fine Arts Photography major from Long Island on

the bad news It is not the 20th birthday present she

was hoping for

Their show Between Rock and Hard Places is

worth saving as are many of the shows that come

out of that little glass room in the Dining Hall The

Tower has begun profiling some of the DJs-the

advocates of the airwaves the mavericks of the

microphone-that spend their hours each week in that

room Sadly they may soon have no audience to

play for

Longo and Clearys audience get to hear mix

ture of classic rock psychedelic and new wave

music They play everything from Bowie to Travis

Randy Newman to Elvis Costello They have partic

ular weaknesses for the rock bands that the 60s and

70s were built around The two also joke about

Keith Richards and Heather Mills and discuss the

days before as Cleary puts it rock became two

dimensional

What are your favorite bands

CC- Led Zeppelin

AL- have to say The Beatles even though

clichØ they really do it for me
Is there an album youve been listening to

repeat lately

AL- Actually these past few days Ive been listen

ing to The Best of Cat Stevens because dont real

ly know him so Im trying to get into his stuff now
CC- The latest thing Ive really been listening to is

Neil Youngs Are You Passionate

AL- Really

CC- Really

Is rock dead

AL- think real rock is slowly dying Its been dying

for few years now dont know any real rock

bands with soul mean Oasis is pretty good and

Aerosmith is still around The Stones are still doing

stuff still But lot of them are just reborn and Im

really itching for some new bands that arent putting

eyeliner on

CC- dont have problem with the eyeliner My
problem is with the indie rock because its not very

rocking theres not much innovative about it Yes
rock and roll has sort of died mean the 60s were

high point the 70s added on but then the 80s-

synth killed it The 90s had grunge bring it back

quite bit But now everybodys moving on to these

little known indie bands that have that whole sound-

its just throbbing sound and nothing takes it to

the human level And its all just very mechanical

and artificial sounding

AL- We need rock to move to another level and its

By STACY SPEZZANO

Contributing Writer

With group of fifteen Arcadia

University students gathered in front of

him in Landman Librarys Gallery Room
Dr Lathardus Goggins began his

Leadership Workshop Goggins the

Associate Dean for Multicultural Affairs at

Arcadia has his Masters in Cultural

Foundations of Education from Kent State

and his Doctorate in Education

Foundations and Leadership from the

University of Akron The hour long

speech organized by the Student Activities

Office focused on Rites of Passage as

leadership model Dr Goggins explained

that rites of passage are one of the few

things in human nature that is universal

which is why it is important to use it as

leadership tool Attendees included

Residence Hall Council Student

Programming Board Exalted Movements

Knight Club Cheerleading and PRIDE

As Goggins made clear early on stu

dent involvement was important and

began the night by going around the room

and asking for students names and organi

zations He found that majority of the par

ticipants were candidates for Arcadias

Leadership Scholarship which if attained

gives members $750 scholarship for each

semester Goggins used this information

to his advantage during his speech By
introducing rites of passage and making

The workshop first defined leadership

and its value to society The presenter also

asked what skills leaders need to which

the audience replied charisma and good
communication skills Goggins explained

the main process that he uses when

describing rites of passages in four distinc

tive steps including Preparation

Separation Transition and Re-incorpora

tion After describing these steps and get

ting the crowd to articulate personal expe
riences using this process he clarified his

point that knowing and understanding

this progression will help you as leader to

aide others Second year student Freida

Nellis definitely understood what Goggins

was getting at As member of PRIDE
weve had trouble in the past setting clear

goals This presentation is proving that as

leader in my organization need to set

clear objectives through high energy

Goggins has been studying leadership

and multicultural affairs for over twenty

years My main goal is to introduce the

rites of passage as an important fundamen

tal process by which all humans develop

This understanding helps people with

sense of ownership and belonging in

almost any community

The ARC DJ Profile Between

Rock and Hard

STUDENT LIFE

its

The Tower Arcadia University

Places

Chris leary arrives at The ARC radio station

with look of despair The Video Communications

major from Blackwood New Jersey has just come
Irom meeting where he found out that the station

__________________________________________________________

might he doomed The Recording Industry

Association ofAmerica RIAA is pushing legisla-

tion through that would charge digital radio stations

for every listener and cver song This could raise

cthrty of Kait1 Pbti

lCCfl kind of steady right

think ii more on the upward slope hecaue

there arc lot el indic people nuiking it big which

cood because it kind ot died when theic was the

hip hop craic and the boy hand cra7e thank god

thats over hut the rock now is like new baby lt
to

hasnt learned how to walk It just crawls

The Ranwnes or The Clash

AL Ill say iIie Cla.h definitely lash neer

really got ifltO he Raiione little too short Ibr

me little too bouncy and fast think The C1ah

had lot more to offer think theyre little more

versatile

CC like the lashs music better but like the

gritty style with which the Raniones carried it out

Potal Service or Death Cab
AL- Id have to ay Death ab just think theyre

lot more real although think theyre very similar

cc Id have to go Death Cab as well saw doe-

unentary on Eeath ab and it had lot li-orn their

live performances And even though you cant hear

it lot on their tudio tufl theyre live perfornianc

In Cs arc actually decent

Nsvnc or Rack street Bars

AL- as Spice Girls girl actually hut did hae

my Nync and l3acktreet Boys tufl1 Id have to say

Nsync guess just got into their
SOflS more lIe

Rackstrcet E3oys were little played out iheir

songs were little weird and they had those cool

videos And love the album ith the puppets

CC Im going to have to say E3ackstreet Boys
because Justin imberlake isnt part of the

Backtreet Boys and the best part about the

Baekstrcet BYY5 One eiided up in relìab which is

perhaps the most rock and ioll thing either have ever

done

Tlzt Beatles or The Rolling Stones

AL Its pretty close but definitely ftc Beatles

mean love he Stones because they brought RB
back to white audience and think thats amazing

love that kind oftwist But he Beatles really start-

ed it all mean they were like clean cut fresh and

new And The Rolling Stones were little more bad

boy But delinitely think The Beatles broke

ground and they canied it on through and through

and transformed so much niore than any other band

CC- Tough call tough call rhe Beatles definitely

had more experimental sound when they first

came out and as they continued really And The

Stones thing was that thcyjiist kept touring and kept

putting on shows ..r hey had people asking tor more

Leadership Workshop brings campus groups together to learn

people aware oftheir own passages in life

they will better understand new prOCeSSeS

and in turn be able to help others go

through different experiences of their

own
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iron tub through the hole to the ground which was about

12 feet down Demolition is very fun

After showering the Rev led us to the edge of

Louisiana and we saw baby alligator and many

destroyed boats Then we stopped at Boothvilles sole

restaurant to have crawfish which have the body of lob

ster and the tail of shrimp Tonight some of us dug fire

pit and now were about to go out and roast smores The

people who came here are great which makes me extra

happy came on this trip even though didnt really know

anyone

Wednesday March 14th

BoothviHe LA
Severe weather kept us from New Orleans this morn

ing but the day was still entertaining Thanks to an elec

tric drill and generator we finally finished wiring Irmas

house and the groups began working on two new homes

The first house was right behind Irmas we totally gutted

it floors ceilings and walls With about 20 people work

ing the demolition was intense we quickly created an

eight foot hill of trash and debris outside

In the second house the group helped this great guy

named Tom who had been working tirelessly by himself to

fix his home joined them to help insulate and got to

go up above the ceiling and climb across the beams like

monkey to place the itchy wool insulation tiles It was

very humid and slightly risky but had great time

Then was introduced to the local YMCA where we

got showers can only describe the building as huge

open-air metal arch populated by hippies and volunteers in

tents and would recommend sociologists to go and

observe over there because its its own kooky awesome

little world

Tomorrows already Thursday After hearing so many

stories you really get attached to place want to see

these houses completed feel like weve done nothing

even though collectively our group has accomplished

tremendous amount Maybe its because theres so much

more to do that you feel helpless Its good to know that

we might be beginning or strengthening trend of

improvement in this area so that maybe it wont be ghost

town and maybe there will be less FEMA trailers and

more homes

Thursday March 15th

Today we took trip to New Orleans which is about

two hours from Boothville We stayed in the French

Quarter which is the primary tourist section of the city

On our travels we stopped to talk to the locals One shop

owner told us how she bought new house and furniture

three months prior to Katrina and the entire interior was

destroyed
Then her contractor ran off with about $64

thousand of her money .laughed as shee

her situation and its absurdities like when pot from the

stove melted the plastic sink in her trailer We found sim

ilar gallows
humor all over New Orleans like on the

numerous t-shirts insulting FEMA One said FEMA
Evacuation Plan Run Bitch Run Laughter keeps peo

pie sane guess

Friday March 16th

Boothville LA
Our last day in Louisiana is ending

We got lot accomplished today as group finishing

up many of ourjobs In Irmas house people bleached the

walls to clean the mold and put the new floor in for the

bathroom worked in the house next to it with seven

other girls and we finished the demolition We also

bleached all the walls setting up the house for wiring and

insulation Of course its also sad to think that we wont

be there to see that happen

With all of the people the group met that week the

one who inspired us the most was Reverend Turner The

hurricanes affected the Rev as much as anyone else he

lives in trailer and had to deal with bad insurance com

panies just like his neighbors You would never know it

His spirit humor and positivity belie the countless hours

he works to rebuild his community and his familys life

We decided to donate $250 to his church and we

explained how he has affected us and how much we

appreciate his generosity The Rev began crying and he

said that he feels as though we are angels He told us how

the town was divided by petty issues and our arrival and

effort have given the community hope and brought people

together who dont speak He believes that because of our

work he will have seven homes fmished in 30 days Even

though we had lot of fun his words made me realize the

real impact we had on Boothville

Sunday March 18th

Clenside PA

After 15 hours of traveling on Saturday we made it

back to Arcadia exhausted and sore No one regrets going

on that trip and most of us left feeling grateful that we had

the experience We may not have sunbathed on beach in

some tropical paradise but we had lot of fun and helped

change small community This trip gave faces and voic

es to the destruction of the hurricanes we are invested in

the lives of these people and they feel connected to us

One of the homeowners we helped Janice put banner in

the middle of the highway the morning we left thanking

us As cheesy as it sounds we did unite over this cause

and small genuine effort really matters came home

with connection to large group of people who were

once strangers

Rock
Continued from page

Many of the performing bands stuck around after their own sets to enjoy the rest

of the show and meet the people who came out to support the event While some peo

ple came out for the cause others just came to support their friends and family mem

bers that were performing Still others just came for the good music and positive

atmosphere

Its hard being in band and having people who are underage get to see you

Its hard to get people who are under 21 into show so this was an opportunity for

everyone of every age to see fun show says Burke 21 whose band Nomad Fool

performed on stage for the first time on stage at last years show

No matter the reasons for attendance the night was success Money was

pouring in from tickets tee shirts and CDs Additional money came from selling pret

zels Fair Trade chocolate and raffle tickets Dominoes Pizza also supported the event

by advertising on their pizza boxes for the show and selling slices and drinks the whole

evening to donate about half of those proceeds to the charities of the night Attendees

also learned about poverty and the conflict in Darfur from the organizers posters and

pamphlets that were an ever-present reminder of why everyone had worked so hard to

make this event reality Exact totals of the money raised by the concert are still wait

ing on several factors-tee shirts are still being sold donations are still being made and

sponsors
like Dominoes need to tally Rock the Causes share of the profits However

the organizers are positive about the final outcome and Boyer is concerned about more

than just dollars and cents

If we encourage one person to get involved and fight for the cause then

weve done lot

Arcadia University STUDENT LIFE The Tower

To Boothville and Back Arcadias Alternative Spring

Break helps pick up the pieces
street from the church It belongs to

Irma Powell an 80 year old woman

Reverend Turner the churchs

told us that Irma like many

as residents couldnt
Its been eighteen months since Hurricane Katrina

and many of Louisianas rural areas have barely received

any help was part of the group of forty Arcadia students

and staff who went on the Alternative Spring Break to

help rebuild these communities We spent
the week in

Boothville-Venice which is the area at the very edge of

Louisiana Hours before reaching New Orleans Katrina

landed there and destroyed everything signed up for the

trip but had no idea what to expect

Sunday March 11th

Lafayette LA
Southern hospitality is no rumor and it revitalized

very
tired and cranky group of Arcadians After two

hour delay on our Houston-to Lafayette flight we board- ere

ed and overtook 50-person plane Three of the few before they died On he we

non-Arcadians heard about our efforts and decided to buy out large section of rotten flooring

us 20 pizzas and soda for when our flight landed On top from the bathroom and dropped cast-

of that the crew donated snacks and water bottles At this

point weve been traveling for twelve hours Were wait

ing once more this time for rental vans and our hour

drive to Boothville but this time were feeling good from

that thing called karma

Monday March 12th

Boothville LA
After traveling for 19 hours yesterday is blur On

the upside being crammed together with nothing to do

really bonds people When we finally arrived in

Boothville we unpacked at Mt Olive Baptist Church

which is to be our home for the next week After our first

night on squeaky cots our group woke up this morning

and split up into four work sites Its so bizarre to see how

deserted Boothville is there are stores churches and

homes completely gutted with rusty water mark lining

the tops
of doorframes as evidence of what happened

Dead trees and marooned boats are everywhere and there

are many empty overgrown lots showing where homes

once stood Its jarring to think how drastically this area

has changed since Katrina with tiny FEMA trailers set

beside dilapidated houses showing the determination of

Louisianas most rural citizens

Our house stands on tall wooden pilings across the



Initiative plan by u.e u.s

of State to encourage the development of

foreign language skills in support of

national security Also while Arcadias

most popular study abroad programs have

been held in Europe the United Kingdom

and Australia the new programs in China

offer Arcadia students cultural and educa

tional experiences never before available

Fudan University in Shanghai

hosts the Contemporary Chinese Society

and Language program which focuses on

Chinese language society and culture

political science and economics as well

as the Chinese Language program which

includes 20 class hours of language train

ing per week along with one course

Issues in Contemporary Chinese Society

and Culture which is taught in English

Fudan University enrolls about 35000 stu

dents

Economics This program focuses on

Chinese language international business

as well as economic development in Asia

The Shanghai University of Finance and

Economics enrolls about 12000 students

between two campuses and is adminis

tered by the Chinese Ministry of

Education

The Beijing Language and

Culture University hosts the China in the

21st Century Language and Cultural

Studies program made up of 12 hours per

week of Chinese language as well as sev

eral courses in fields including economics

film and cultural studies taught in English

by Alliance faculty This University

enrolls about 14000 students and is one of

many universities in its district of Beijing

and
ents

best ur

ir favor

FJs favc

vho knoM

IC
Verenski

ration

and

alism

While the

wer workload is

heavy she

mentions

really like my teachers and think they

are doing great job She also writes on

her encounter with the deli section of

Beijing Wal-Mart In front of me saw

four pigs hanging from their little legs

For the picky eaters you have big bins of

ground beef and pork self serve Get your

scoop and go
Participating Arcadia students will

have four-day orientation to help

become acclimated to the city and campus

Also the Alliance organizes trips and

activities for each program they offer

These include cultural performances

museum visits lectures walking tours

hiking trips and workshops This semes

ter group of students in Beijing went on

long weekend trip with their Chinese

Health Services

Continuedfrom page

What do you think is

most important in regards

to students and their

Parenthood and they are the

same as the schools current

price And it is not regional

or local problem but

national one L1 across

here and Donna

is new nurse

at Arcadia

too

any
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AUs partnership with Butler University offers exciting study abroad program

partnership between

Butler University in Indianapolis

new study tunities in

for Arcadia

Center

Arcadias

University

Carla Carlissimo student from roommates Beijing Resident Director

Butler University currently studying in Han Bing commented on the program

Also taking place in Shanghai is Beijing on an Alliance program describes think it was great team-building experi

na pro- her academic experience in her blog at ence for both the Alliance students and the

niversity alliancechina blogspot corn read- Chinese language partners It also present

.i dis- ed great opportunity for students to prac

tice their Chinese The students were

and impressed that they could actually function

i- in Chinese all day long

Alliance Director Janice Levitt

recently returned from visit to the

ianghai program sites She says

nts1 the program and

on to live with Chinese

third roomm npressed with the stu

dents enthusiasm for China and with the

progress many of them even beginners

have made in Chinese

Currently no Arcadia students

have spent semester in China with an

Alliance program Costs for these pro

grams as of now arc $9745 semester for

those offered by Fudan University $8850

for SHUFE and $9395 for BLCU All

summer programs are $4775 Housing

arrangements vary
between programs

Arcadia Students at Fudan University in

Shanghai live in off-campus apartments

with single bedrooms with one or two

American students and one Chinese stu

dent At SHUFE and BLCU in Beijing

Arcadia students live in on-campus dorms

with one American or Chinese roommate

Applications for the Study in

China programs are available in the Office

of International Services Taylor 110

Further information is available from the

Alliance for Global Education

www.allianceglobaled.org The office can

be reached at 1-888-232-8379 and

info@allianceglobaled.org

is

The Arc programmingschedule show descriptions

Sunday News and 200pm 400pm The Ben

600pm 800pm Be Easy 300pm 4OOpi hal Solomon Brennan Comedy Hour

with DJT Dontc Turner 400pm 6OOpn he Music Worst music youve ever heard best

RB Hip Hop Rap Pop and Guy TJ ONeil Janielle just watch TV for these hours

Gospel music Reports on music Reichci1erI 400pm 600pm The Music

industry news and accepts song Bringing yrni
ihc rock and iuy TJ ONeill and Danielle health

and guest requests then sonic Yoi ite trtkts by Reichcrter
Its definitely good hd the states arc no longer

8.OOpm 10.OOpm Sharon request plus rite bootlegs Bringing you the best new rock and ancc ot everything bui rest
rLcLl ing

tilL Cliflic packs of

Young rarities and what else then some Your favorite artists by
and nutrition arc essential

birth control The Americzi

Monday 600pm 80 issic Ciates request plus Tis favorite bootlegs They both help in the energy
ge Health Association

200pm 300pm 1-lal Solomon and Stephank rarities and who knows what else CflC and allow for clear
trying to tigure out solutior

300pm 400pm Showtunes 800pm lOtwpni Rocktaku 800pm 1000pm The 11111 ind clear head Safe
this problem

Lisa Robinson Dave Craig Michelle and Adam Show sexual practice is \ery impor-
inally are there more

Tune in for variety ofsongs from 1000pm 1200pm Ian Magill Michelle Purr and Adam taft because students have to
nurse practitioners avail-

variety ofshows Wednesday chonicki protect themselves The
able to the students

400pm 500pm Arnie 200pm 300pm Pretty Ditties Weve got classic rock indic post
Wellnes enter always wel-

liii

Zimmerman Morgan Lipe rock and other fun stuff COnIeS students looking for

Great movie soundtracks from weekly sample olmy favorites- 1000pm 1200am Ian Magiil
information about exercise

practitionel

every decade varying from Easy old and new Mostly independent Friday food diets weight and many

Rider to Underworld pop rock electronic and experi- 1100am 1200pm Dj Salzs other topics
there other infor

500pm 600pm Dana and mental Rap Hour Dan Salzman Recently the price of
mation Youd like to tell the

Jess 300pm 400pm Lisa Mostly hip-hop
birth control pills almost

students

600pm 700pm The Alex Robinson 200pm 400pm Andrews doubled Could you give
Were always open br

Amanda and Helen Show Alex tempting ride through your Antiques Andrcw Gilmore the female audience some siiggestiOfl on programs like

Timmons Amanda Furcy and favorites in punk emo/rock with Rare and interesting 78s from my information on why this
the WV testing and stress

Helen Dwyer Lisa as your guide collection ranging from the 1890s happened and if theres any programs we ha.c throughout

Fun music talking and being our 400pm 500pm Spicy Angel to the early l9SOs alternaties to getting birth
the semester We started

normal crazy selves Ramos and Priscilla Brissaultl 400pm 600pm Beta tJeff
control pills

them and students like them

700pm 800pm Resonant Featuring songs from international Zilahy ftc center looked into
and even wrote them as sug

Effect Amanda Malamut artists from 1-laiti France Ireland You will hear indie nerdeore hip
the prices at Planned gesubons at the open house

Anything from Disney songs to Britian South America and Asia hop rock/alternative plus random
You ask for it well bring it

Canadian artists Commentary radio qui/ shout- infotainment

800pm 1000pm Topic of outs and top-tens from different 600pm 800pm Indie Kids

Fancy Bohdan Pechenyak countries Sean Dolan and Kelley Glenn

theme-based mix of indie alter- 600pm 800pm Neil Hunkins 800pm 1000pm Metal

native punk ska classic rock and 800pm 1100pm The ollin Mayhem hrisAnderson

others and John Show ollin Smith and Playing you all sorts of metal ng
1000pm 1200am Amy John Romano ing from the early days ofthe 70s

ongo Stephen Bruning Chris Its morning show at night to the golden age
ofthe 80s all the

Cleary Thursday way to the present

An in-depth look into the days of 1200am 200am loin Bennett Saturday

classic rock from the British 1200pm 100pm Campus 1000am 1200pm
Invasion to the early Punk/New News and Events Perspectives with Dr Lathardus

Wave era 100pm 200pm Thursday Goggins II

Tuesday Tween Jess Moffett and Laura 600pm 800pm Be Easy

1200pm 100pm campus Polaski with DJT
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By AMY STRAUSS

Entertainment Editor

If you are like me luxurious din

ing excursions are capable of reaching

chart-topping disastrous zones if any

of the following occur your food

arrives cold or is not worth the price

you pay your waiters creep and acts

as though you dont exist or the hype

youve overheard about your current

munching spot really isnt hype-wor- Moore

thy Now before you throw on your the

cocktail dress click on these sites-food
loi

critics and journalism suitors offer the

been there/done thats for

Philadelphia hot spots and low-key

food havens where were all dying to

indulge our epicured palates minus

the disappointment

Foobooz

www.foobooz.com

The title foobooz was coined

between the combo of food plus

booze-get it Although the site has not

yet reached its one-year status it is

making headway as one of

Philadelphias most notable food sites

As one-man show Arthur Etchells

first caught the blog bug when he

began compiling exceptional drink

specials for his hockey buddies Now
his once simple project has birthed an

invaluable resource for citywide budg

et bar hounds and event-seeking food

ies alike Etchells recommends Old

Citys Amada for classy fare and Royal

Tavern incomparable brews

Messy and Picky

www.messyandpicky.com

Hes picky and shes messy

Together the couple-a local freelance

photographer Albert Yee and Temple

grad student Kate Donnelly-tackles the

local dining scene without being pre

tentious or claiming to be experts at

Minor Gourmandry

wwwprettytothink.typepad.com

Sponsored by Pride the second annual

just prom occurred on March 31 Students from

local high schools shared the Hollywood

1-night with Arcadians Cardboard

atouts of Marilyn Monroe and Scarface lined

Castle as well as red carpet All proceeds

the sale of the five-dollar tickets went to

Bryson Institute of the Attic Youth Center in

Philadelphia

short stones

poetry

art

spoken word

Come take taste of Gargoyle Art Literary Magazines fresh new website

With tips for improving your work neverbefore-seen submissions and magazine archives

httpllstudent arcadiaedulgargoylemag

blogging delights

Arcadia University STUDENT LIFE The Tower

Just Prom
trade thats not their own do

forewarned the busy bees

few and far between Top-n

the pair include Giwa Taqueria La

Veracruzana and Nodding Head

Holly Eats

www.hollyeats.com

/The

Tower

to

tthan

ye

Kim

in

ontincnh

ranks

Phillys

Sarcones Delis staples

PhilaFoodie

www.philafoodie.blogspot.co

Lawyer David Snyders

plate analysis and clever

structions make any dining out experi

ence ever-so-sweet Recent posts haw

focused on first-rate spots

Waterworks and Striped Ba

although he claims to be partial

restaurants like Vintage and Radiccl

Cafe
mts dance

Amy Longo/The Tower

at this years Pride

TO ARCADIA 2007Andy Meehans beautifully writ

ten site has earned him the hype that he

deserves In addition to restaurant

reviews he tosses up everything from

recipes to full-color full-plated photo

galleries Minor may not be updated

as often anymore but Meehans decent

excuse hes busy studying nutritional

sciences at Cornell allows us to catch

up on some mouth-watering reading

His pleasurable bites include stops at

Marigold Kitchen and Lacroix

On Saturday April 14 2007 the Office of Enrollment Management will

be hosting its annual Countdown to Arcadia for the fall 2007 accepted

students and their families This event will take place throughout the

campus allowing hundreds of prospective students and their families to

meet with faculty and staff take campus tour and attend special work

shops The day will begin at 900 am and end at 300 pm Please wel

come these students and their families if you see them around campus

For questions on Countdown to Arcadia please contact the Office of

Enrollment Management at 215-572-2910

photography
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On Wednesday night March

28th in the Rose Room of the

Grey Towers Castle Valerie

Murtha senior and president of

the Biology club presented her

senior project HPV and GAR

Arcadia students attended the

program to hear the presentation

of Murthas senior thesis project

which examines how some

types of Human Papillomavirus

FIPV cause cervical cancer and

how the new vaccine GAR
DASIL can prevent HPV infec

tions that lead to cervical cancer

The program began with

brief survey to see how many in

attendance thought chances of

getting cervical cancer among
women could be affected by age

or number of sexual partners

Murtha revealed that age is not

factor while chances of exposure

increase with numbers of part

ners She discussed highlights of

her research including that 5.5

million new cases of HPV infec

tion are diagnosed each year as

well as approximately 10000

new cases of cervical cancer in

the United States In addition

50% of the population is infected

with some type of HPV Most

importantly 4000 woman die

yearJ from cervical cancer

Murtha discussed the

different types of HPV the risks

associated with the most danger

ous stains and methods of pre
vention While there are 10

high-risk types of HPV
types 16 and 18 are believed to

cause 75% of cervical cancer and

HPV-6 and 11 are believed to

cause 90% of genital warts The

presentation explained that GAR

By TIM McLAUGHLIN

Staff Writer

Megan Schneider graduate student

at Arcadia University sits cross-legged in

chair leaning over table in small

room on the fifteenth floor of the

University of the Arts building in Center

City Philadelphia She is doodling and

writing on large print of her own portrait

with black magic marker In the portrait

she is bent over laughing

Schneiders portrait is just one exam

ple of collection of work by Rachelle Lee

Smith Philadelphia photographer who

has captured LGBT Lesbian Gay
Bisexual and Trans youth for the past five

years Her portraits are collaborative proj

ects between Smith and her subjects in

which the subjects are able to express

themselves through written words or draw

ings

Smith photographs her subjects

against white background and then asks

them to draw on the finished prints The

lack of sunoundings in the photographs

holds the viewers concentration on the

subject and their words want people to

look at portrait and not know right away

that the person is gay says Smith My
subjects can describe themselves however

they want and if thats through their sexu

ality then thats OK

GARDASIL on those already

infected with one or more types

of HPV Commenting on the suc

cess of the program Murtha said

The women that came out had

excellent questions and think

they took away some useful

information that will allow them

to make better choices about their

reproductive health am hoping

that those who came will be able

to share the knowledge with their

friends and educate more people

on the topic

captures LGBT youth
The white backdrop is what helped

Schneider be more personal She says Its

so rare for most of us to be without the

things we so often define ourselves by like

our friends or our accessories While

being photographed suddenly felt very

aware of myself and how present myself

without these external definitions She

added that during the session Smith was

able to get Schneider to relax hence the

laughter in her picture

Some of her subjects found part
of

them they wanted to communicate that

didnt relate to their sexuality One of

Smiths favorite portraits is of girl who

wrote Forget the question What came

first the chicken or the egg. .What want

to know is if youre vegetarian can you

still eat animal crackers Puzzling isnt it
Smith says she liked that quote

because it revealed something about the

subjects sense of humor She came to me

later and said want to change it She

wanted to change it to something about

the band Tatu really didnt want her to

because didnt think that said anything

about her

Conflicts like these arise often in

Smiths interactions with her subjects She

tries to keep the project fifty-fifty collab

oration but there are times when she has to

exercise certain amount of authority

During the interview Schneider comes

back into the room to ask Smith if she can

use red marker on her portrait What do

you want to color red Smith asks

Schneider responds want to color

in the little bows She makes sympathet

ic puppy-dog face at Smith and asks

again

Finally Smith compromises Well

why dont you think about it for little bit

and then if you still want to well talk about

it Obviously she finds that diplomacy is

better than laying down strict guidelines

Its hard to say no to someone want the

whole collection to be cohesive but if she

has good reason for using red then

might let her

For the most part Smiths portraits

have followed the same basic format since

her very first attempt Her first subject was

19-year-old girl who lived her life jump

ing from train to train Her message dealt

with the conflicts she faced between ther

group that she traveled with and her girl

friend went up to New York City right

after September 11 to take pictures and

somehow got into conversation with

this homeless woman Smith says After

long conversation knew had to get her

into the studio to photograph her

One of Smiths side projects is series

of portraits of her Roller Derby team the

She Devils She explains got into it

when was at roller skating party There

were few people there from the team and

we started racing beat them few times

and they were like Youre trying out for

the team Her role on the team is mostly

to speed past the other players She leaves

the fighting to the larger girls

When shes not busy with her Roller

Derby team Smith works fulltime at the

University of the Arts on Broad Street in

Philadelphia Smith showed her work in

two gallery shows in New York City and

Florida in 2002 and 2003 respectively

She is working on book of photographs

for the Bryson Institutes ATTIC Youth

Center for LGBT Youth The assignment

came as part of grant from the Leeway

Founthtion non-profit group that sup

ports social change through art

To see Rachelle Lee Smiths artwork

visit www.RachelleLeeSmith.com

Senior Thesis promotes HPV
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prevention and awareness
DASIL able to vaccinate

ag inst these types HPV offering k9

ntoi
According to Murtha th $j

public resists dis ussing th

issues of HPV and cervical an- $WSif$MàWCW
DASIL What Every Woman harbnhe5
Needs to Know About

outlined methods of prevention

and screening for HPV and ceiii-

rmcdmgtheuseof

again HPV test to am-

inc cervical cells or cancerous or

GARDASILvaccme

and the

Details of the GARDASIL jj
vaccine were also communicated

though the presentation includ-

rng how it is administered three

injections over an eight-month

period and the cost about

$360 Murtha explained that th

vaccine is available in Arcadias

Student Health Center but only cç

during times when the academic

year can accommodate the eight-

month vaccination nod

Following the pr sentation

literature was offered on both

HPV and GARDASIL and
ques-

tions were addres in luding

concerns about the ffects of im
1ii

Philadelphia photographer Rachelle Lee Smith



body gets tense as he

mimics swerving off the road We were going

around corner and panicked and swerved into

ditch Then heard Karen
say Holy Mother of

God looked up and sure enough there was stat

ue of the Virgin Mary right in front of us
Maguire and his wife Karen who live in

Narberth Pa were at the Celtic-Iberia Traders

Shop for show of Maguires work on St Patricks

Day Some of the artwork on display included

Maguires most popular painting Manns Quilt The

painting shows young red-haired girl curled up

under quilt that becomes the Irish countryside

This playful fantasy inspired whole series of paint

ings titled the Irish Quilt series full-size quilt

replica of Maguires now-famous painting also is

available Maguire says One of my friends calls

Manns Quilt Maguires one-hit single The first

one sold right away at gallery show and Ive been

doing more with the idea ever since

The second painting in the series featured his

mother Dolly piecing together quilt of an Irish

landscape Maguire says his mother of French and

German descent was bit resentful about posing

By MELISSA WOODLEY
Contributing Writer

After awhile the pizza-Chinese-pizza-Chinese

routine gets old Really old So next time you find

yourself reaching for the same take-out menus

instead pick up your keys grab your friends and

head to one of these anything-but-boring local eater

ies

Chickpea-lovers

Maoz 248 South St
After great success in Europe Maoz Vegetarian

opened its first US location in Philadelphia on South

Street introducing our city to the falafel sandwich

in big way The menu is small but that doesnt nec

essarily make your decision any easier If youre

first time falafel-er these are your choices whole

wheat or plain pita and small falafel balls or reg

ular If you so choose add eggplant or hummus

as well Then move to the self-serve salad bar and

add Tahini sesame paste and some purple cabbage

for an out of this world sandwich Or experiment

with the variety of veggie toppings and spicy sauces

at the salad bar to find your own new favorite Since

the falafel is portable sandwich and Maoz has lit

tle-to-no seating dig in while strolling down South

Street www.maozveg.com
Meat-lovers

Vietnam Restaurant 221 11th St
On the outskirts of Chinatown in Center City

lies one of my favorites Vietnam Restaurant The

menu may seem daunting at first with nearly

100 dishes listed but each is clearly described

and the staff is more than willing to answer ques
tions If youre really overwhehned narrow your

options down to the 20 or so Pho Hu Tieu or Bun

dishes Pho is noodle soup with different types of

cheating

Other serial

on include

as James

series of horses

Piebald-Soul was

ing features

drenched in

LIL

ins

admits so

has established himself as local talent and Celtic-

Iberia Trader Shop owner Mike Bums is happy to

have him Were always excited to show local tal

ent Bums says because most of our artists are

Irish and Spanish its very difficult to get them here

for gallery show
Maguire certainly proves that you dont have to

live in Ireland to channel the Irish spirit To learn

more about Maguires work or to purchase prints

visit www.MaguireGallery.com

beef and has become quite trendy dish Flu Tieu is

also noodles soups but has pork chicken beef or

seafood as the main feature of the dish If you dont

want hot soup try any of the Bun dishes which

are room temperature noodles with warm toppings

like spring rolls and meatballs No matter what you

choose its sure to be hit

www.eatatvietnam.com

EBQ-lovers

Kims 5955 Fifth St

When going out to restaurant you expect that

someone else will be cooking your food but thats

not the case at Korean BBQs At Kims in the Little

Korea section of Philly you are the one in control

of the grill in the center of your table Choose from

ar

half

eater

tiny di

cooke

tofu

out

simple

it up

or an

the freshest

ns comi
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Local Irish artist Barrie Maguire
By TIM McLAUGHLIN for the painting She would always get upset that

Staff Writer we considered ourselves Irish But in the painting

Mrs Maguires face glows with gentle smile while
Barrie Maguire stands in the center of the

her hands carefully work over sections of farmland
Celtic-Iberia Traders Shop in New Hope reminisc-

crafting beautiful patchwork of green fields

ing about his annual trips to Ireland His white beard
stonewalls and miniscule farmhouses

accentuates his smiling freckled face When he
Living in Philadelphia suburb Maguire gets

talks his enthusiasm shows in his hand gestures
his inspiration

which start off small
for his paint-

but soon incorporate
ings from his

his entire upper body
yearly trips to

when he recalls his
Ireland We

experiences in Ireland
go every year

can never get and take hun-

used to driving on the
dreds of photo-

left side of the road

Maguire says reenact

ing drive through the

countryside
Whenever see

someone in front of

me freeze up and

think Oh no hes on
Celtic Golf oil on canvas

my side Maguire
suppose

writers st

Oscar Wilde an

horse pa

Anything-but-boring local eateries

online at www.cafette.com
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My Brightest Diamond plays JerseryCity

By ADAM OCHONICKI

Contributing Writer

As the lights dim on Landmark Loews Theatre in

Jersey City and the first violin strings began to vibrate on

My Brightest Diamonds opening song Dragonfly there

is already sense that something magical is about to hap

pen Drawing from wide range of influences lead singer

Sham Wordens vocal stylings recall opera and classical

music that twists into many formsll
tric guitar depicts dark scene for

many of her beautiful stories

The three-piece band appea

on stage wearing white suits in

ication to Sharas first memor

her grandfather -- man

thousand feet tall in

suit with shiny red E1

tar strapped around his

members of My Brightest

seem to put everything they hay

into creating the most memorabk

performance they could produce

Bassist Chris Bruce move

intensely to even the most mcllo

of songs in way that seemed

organic as if the notes he

cmanated from his own

even ballad that struck

new song by the band was

into an incredible cover of

Zeppelins No Quarter

My Brightest Diamond chose

end with one of my favorite songs Freak Out in which

the music and lyrics complement each other in maniacal

hypnosis of sound and imagery This was one of the great

est live performances have seen in years my only com

plaint being that they departed the stage far too soon

Close your eyes warm wind is blowing the smell

of lavender across the desert floor You squint to make out

the form of six figures ambling toward you along the edge

of the canyon wall

Ladies and gentlemen give you The Decemberists

In typical Decemberists theatrical fashion this narra

tor sets the scene for the band to take the stage One small

problem.. there are only members on stage Laura Veirs

who played vital role in the last tour is missing from the

group Who then will sing female vocals on Yankee

Bayonet Panic sets in

The Decemberists re tale of

coaxing someone into sex

The band continues on the then

with their 12 minute

ie Landlords

and violence Nearly halfway through the performance as

if an indie rock fantasy had come true Shara Worden of

My Brightest Diamond takes the stage once more to lend

vocals to The Decemberists Yankee Bayonet

That panic mentioned had surely subsided in anyone

who was worried it was not dream this was actually

happening and despite Sharas mic levels being bit too

it was very excellent take on an already incredible

--i stage hasnt matured any

stage prop budget has

cardboard cutout whale

lariners Revenge had

two-person cos

th red LED lights for

whale came on stage

bers were instructed to

as they could as if they

swallowed by giant whale

was taking place drummer John

took out his rage on tiny drum that

up in rumble between the two on

stage floor The whole event was so

rious that it caused Cohn to lose his

mposure and laugh uncontrollably in

middle of his lines Its these sort of

things that make the band really

oyable to see live They are talented

isicians as well as great entertainers

close friendship is apparent in their

mtics

As finale The Decemberists played

ns and Daughters which concluded

with
the audience singing the reprise

hear all the bombs fade away over and

over until it seemed as if there were enough believers to

actually make peace possible

This was an excellent show at the beautiful Landmark

Loews Theatre possibly the only place worth visiting in

Jersey City Incase you were wondering the two-hour

drive was completely worth it and recommended If you

like fun and good music be sure to see these bands live if

you ever have chance

The song makes you feel as if you were on landward

bound ship with the currents and waves tossing you

around Playing against backdrop of waterfalls trees and

reeds the Decemberists used various lighting techniques

to indicate the mood of each of their songs The Chinese

lanterns present on stage seemed to take the form of full

moons against the darkened scene in the background

During Shankill Butchers the stage became bathed

in red light which set the mood for kidnapping murder
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In its first installment He Said She Said the collaborative efforts of Staff Writer

Joke Scalici and Entertainment Editor Amy Strauss lends its ears toward new record

releases and priceless unforgettable albums

HE SAID Fans of the 60s rejoice Dr Dog has done pretty good job of bringing them

back The newest release from the Philadelphia natives We All Belong brings the feel

ing of The Beach Boys to the masses of today The entire record was recorded with vin

tage gear and analog equipment this is evident as the record feels as though it is from

different era Dr Dog really does great job making vintage pop come alive with

some newer sounding guitar playing from guitarist Toby Leaman with some beautiful

sonic solos that are reminiscent of classic rockers The Band The albums strongest

track is Alaska which has vocalist/guitarist Scott McMicken getting rawer than on

most of the other album tracks At first Dr Dog feels little too much like throw back

or Beatles copy but if its given time the differences will really start to come out It

will be interesting to see if Dr Dog expands on the more artsy side of their music or if

they stick to their sixties sunshine

SHE SAID Call it the curse of the dog With sound thats reminiscent of The Byrds

The Beatles The Beach Boys or even The Band little backlash is inevitable But the

fellows behind the guise of this extended metaphor of 70s pop and country rock are

authentic Having an all-star sounds-like list hardly diminishes the fact that Dr Dog has

crafted damn near impeccable piece of guitar pop and thus album opener Old

News sets the tone for these Philly-bred brothers latest The Girl sounds very

Lennon-esque but again theyre not Lennon or close to peaking around his fame The

track that may encapsulate the album as favorable mention would be Weekend
which allows the close-knit group of friends to throw out wistful lyrics like Weekend

is coming soon/Its time to pick yourself up off the floor/Lets grab case of lager and

some old beat up shoes/Head on to the river and strap on canoe while combining

tight classic rock harmonies aside psych rock sensibilities

HE SAID With the voice of an angel and the back beat full of electronic funk The Bird

and the Bee make quiet the musical pair The Bird is soulful pop singer Inara George

The Bee on the other hand is songsmith and producer Greg Kurstin The disc sounds

like jazz heavy mix between the electronic work of The Postal Service and toned

down vocal version of Imogen Heap Georges voice mixed with some amazing and

transcendent beats force the listener into this album Songs like the albums opener

Again and Again and Im Broken Heart are full of meaningful pop and jazz

poised and ready for the next season of Greys Anatomy The Bird and The Bee really

do nothing wrong on this disc Its endearing addictive and best of all meaningful to

music today The Bird and The Bee do without doubt one of the best jobs of mixing

the ever-growing popularity of indie-pop with electric jazz to create fusion that feels

fresh just so fresh

SHE SAID pairing of futuristic rhythms and beats amongst ethereal vocals and

catchy hooks situates the irresistible and unusual adult-pop duo of the LA-based The

Bird and the Bee Mining vintage Tropicalia and French pop the multi-instrumental

project mixes allusions of jazz and electronica with breathy vocals and intensified

pouncing on keys in plea to illustrate Blue Note Records most interesting and

obscure debut As is the season for female-led boy-girl partnerships tracks like Hate

Camera and F-eking Boyfriend tease the listeners through the unexpected while

Spark steps up and down the tempo for reassured domesticated sound

HE SAID Legendary in the world of instrumental rock Mogwai was set to release

new album by mid 2006 to hosts of hungry fans waiting to see where the band would

go with there new album Then Mr Beast was unleashed with its pounding instrumen

tal rock power and use of pianos strings and heartbeat drums On Mr Beast Mogwai

really take trip back to their first album 1997s Young Team by shying away from pop

friendly melodies and heading strait for the ruckus On songs like Glasgow Mega

Snake Mogwai create pulse thumping rock opera The album also shows Mogwais
newfound ability to expand on tracks with synth work on songs like the aptly titled

Team Handed Mr Beast is one of the better instrumental records in the last ten years

It has it all-its heavy yet calculated rough yet sleek and does great job of showing

how powerful Mogwai can be

SHE SAID Mr Beast is classic Mogwai Tension builds through deposit of dense

laden melodies transformed through quiet passages tripping in and out of loud crescen

dos until the instrumental dynamic floods with moodiness think less buildup more cli

max After deceivingly quiet piano-led intro Glasgow Mega Snake apparently the

name of Mogwais idea for new inner-city transport system snarls like disastrous

bad nightmare while album closer Were No Here translates an uncompromising wall

of squalling distortion and thudding bass Of course Mogwai opts to offers some deli

cate moments too such as the soothing keys on Emergency Trap and Friend of the

Night simple guitar arpeggio paired with perfectly-pitched piano

Godspeed You

LIE SAID Post-rock is does it mean Well

in 1998 Godspeed You Black Emperor answered all of the questions with

Infintity Infinity really helped usher in bands like Sigur Ros and influenced bands like

Explosions in The Sky Its mix of stunning spoken word story and band of 10 peo

ple on instruments that rain from violas to xylophones taking the idea of rock-tinged

instrumentals to new level The disc is only three tracks though they are all in the 15-

minute range GYBE do spellbinding job on the middle section of the albums open

ing track The Dead Flag Blues The song takes some amazing string work and lays

two weaving guitar lines over it GYBE is must-have band and this is their must-have

album It is perfect-it takes everything good about progression and creativity and puts

it on the table And while the band isnt exactly around anymore listen to any other

post-rock and be prepared to hear little piece of FA Infinity

SHE SAID As if quest unlike any other Godspeed crammed
group of headstrong

unhinged musicians in tiny room for significant length of time with mission to pro
duce something completely out of the ordinary With the help of twin percussionists

cellos glockenspiels and even tape loops and projections this three-act narrative did

indeed succeed in capturing boundless inertia of an ensemble that need not stutter to

fit any prog-rock bill For anyone unfamiliar with Godspeed they hadnt preferred to

make songs Their albums consisted of compositions or movements that flow intri

cately into each other--quite an intense/pleasurable listening experience

he saidshesaid the towsmoordnMcw column

The Bird and The Bee- S/T
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CD Review Ted Leos

Living with the Living

Living with the Living the new album by mod-punk veterans Ted

Leo and the Pharmacists comes at an interesting time for the band

After nearly decade of continuously working the underground scene

they have recently submerged to open for Death Cab for Cutie on their

last tour exposing the band to whole new stratosphere of fans This

move has given the Washington DC natives new base while risk

ing alienation of longtime listeners who after waiting three years for

new album began adopting what have you done for me lately

mentality

Living with the Living is the response The album is as diverse as

Ted Leos fan base Leading with The Sons of Cain rock song as

catchy as the bands heyday anthem Me and Mia is the perfect way

to jumpstart the album For the fan that enjoys the punchy dance num
bers that are the bands specialty Who Do You Love and The

World Stops Turning are irresistible Or maybe youre yearning for

the days of politically charged underground punk that has disappeared

from the musical landscape of late try Bomb.Repeat.Bomb or

Annunciation Day And you can never have too many mellow songs

with beautiftil simplicity so listen to the escapist lyrics of La Costa

Brava or the nearly reggae
ballad The Unwanted Things

The album is the first with the bands new label Touch and Go

Records and it has much different sound than Shake The Sheets the

last album they released under Lookout Records by trading the slick

production for an edgier sound The change in labels cannot be entire

ly responsible for the new sound however as Ted Leo and the

Pharmacists constantly evolve their music without straying too far

from the formula that got fans hooked in the first place That is to say

the album is exactly what you would expect from the Pharmacists

while completely surprising you at the same time Like all albums it

has its forgettable tracks but even those songs are sold by Leos

uniquely melodic voice and pensive lyrics Living shies away from

nothing by including lines like And when the

have to see the bloodshot eyes turn red And

you wont have to know thing about

conscience meets up with his adventurous side to

individually complex songs

The album his sixth with The Pharmacists can be four

Records on South Street and online at Amazon.com For

the album is being sold with bonus CD containing an add

tracks including solid cover of Chumbawumbas

Testament Overall however you can see why these tracks

make the cut for the original album

Living with the Living does not disappoint it is great listen for

new and old fans alike So if youre feeling little sick of the scene

lately Ted Leo and the Pharmacists has the right prescription to keep

you Living

Re-release of DA
Pennebaker

Dont Look Back

tapping away ruthlessly at typewriter and even

By MAGGIE REYNOLDS harshly reprimanding group of partygoers for

destroying hotel room Also included Folk
Staff Writer

singer Donovan meets Dylan for the first time and

Alan Price of the Animals gives an impromptu

piano solo This film is an absolute must for any
As general rule the casual Bob Dylan fans music fan

are found few and far between Even those who One of the great things about re-releases is

would probably claim to be casual have most that they always come with goodies-a little catch to

likely seen the Martin Scorsese documentary 1.To

get you to reconsider having not bought the film

Direction Home that aired on public television in the first time around 168-page book companion

the winter of 2005 and some have even read
accompanies the film featuring photo stills from

Dylans autobiography Chronicles Vol If the
the first music video ever made the flip-card ver

casual fan is anything like me they may be won- sion of Dylans Subterranean Homesick Blues

dering what happened to Chronicles Vol II An extra hour of outtakes is another bonus feature

Fortunately for fans is som -released and it all comes in big

out there ancy box

wever with

ceral than otal price com
Dylans owi ng in at around

rambling jc 50.00 accord

ney into to the infal

worldof
or Scorse iazon.com
disjointed is music fan

Os commends
document the mone

tarily strapped

college student

Pennebaker
in the

turned the lens DVD
on Dylan dur- of the

ing his distin- mere

guished tour .oo Youll

the UK in the in th rientary booklet and out-

takes but the original idea will be present

So whether you are casual with your interest

in Dylan and his music or not Pennebakers Dont

Look Back is an excellent addition to any music

fans collection And whether you go for the gusto

and pick up the deluxe re-released version or not
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By KAITLYN FOTI

Student Life Editor

be

spring of 1965 capturing real-life look at the life

of the folk artist in real-time without the interrup

tion of analysis or hindsight Watching the film is

like becoming one of Dylans quiet friends he

treats the camera with honest indifference and it is

allowed truly intimate look at his life on and off

stage during this tour The film captures surpris-
the film is gem and piece of unedited history

ingly informal moments improvising the words to

Johnny Cash song with Joan Baez and friends
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off-road racer

Motorsto

many pe

its power

takes the TI

out there

con

that mastenng and

try the game with the hallen rough

motion sensor technology still ake and

boost through the use of the buttons

The games real strength lies in its amazing wear

and tear physics of its brutal advanced rag dol stem

physics that the game plays in Motorstorm are so it ehevably

ic yet freeing that it can be nothing but unique to the PSI

Motorstorm not only is the handling of the vehicle taken into

but also is the type of terrain that the vehicles uses Since the races

take place in variety of different off-road areas the terrain never real

ly plays the same Over the 30 or so tickets the races and tracks

become increasingly harder and more extreme The way that the track

wears and becomes muddier and muddier as vehicles pass over is also

an appealing feature This wear and tear makes it harder for the play

er to keep the vehicles speed up on top of the way they handle the ter

rain The track even appears torn up as the race continues showing

what the PS3 can really do

The dramatically framed crashes of Motorstorm are also one of its

sweetest features With the chaos of 20 or so racers hitting wall in

one hard turn the P53 vamps into slow motion close up of drivers

being thrown from bikes or even drivers being thrown through the

windshield of their cars The slow motion crash feature may seem

tedious in the games early stages but as the game progresses and the

players character starts developing rivals of wreckage only get more

violent and impressive as the games challenges

Motorstorm only has two real flaws While the graphics are some

of the best seen on any system they still arent running at the PS3s

max capability of 1080i resolution Instead they run at the standard

high definition signal 720p The other issue is the games lack of

split-screen mode Sure Motorstorm makes up for it with possible

40-person online race that runs as smooth as is does in the regular

offline mode but still not being able to play with another person on

whim is serious issue The reason the game lacks the split screen

mode may be attributed to its huge tracks that boast several different

ways to make it to the finish line

Motorstorm will make any PS3 owner understand why they

bought the shiny black box It shows why the PS3 will be around for

the long hail despite its slow start and questionable price The game

is the Jet Moto of the PS3 and if it does what Jet Mob did for the PSI

you better watch out because Sonys back Motorsirom isnt perfect

but its as close as can be so sit back relax and get ready to get

muddy

By SIMONE OLIVER

Staff Writer

Just when we thought we were rid of them

Good Charlotte is back with their fourth album
The Good Morning Revival For these guys its

nothing short of bravery to face the public after the

slaughtering they received from fans and critics

alike after their third album The Chronicles ofLife

and Death disappointed millions of devout

teenage emo-rock fans in 2005

Upon utterance of the words Good Charlotte

the term sell-out immediately comes to mind after

the group which condemned celebrities for having

trivial problems sang out the other side of their

mouth in Just Wanna Live claiming to now be

members of this severely misunderstood rich and

famous community Suddenly the essence of rock

that the band had been built on in their prior

albums had given way to overtly pop explosions

and standard radio formulated bubble gum dance

rifts The band lost respect on that one To quote

my former roommate Shauna Alexander Hanson

has more street cred than Good Charlotte

Still the boys went forward with album num
ber four hoping for revival of the image they had

in 2000 with their self-titled debut album The

band which is known for its themed albums used

this fourth album to include as many plays on bible

verses as humanly possible

As walk through the valley of the shadows

of LA is the opening line to The River the lead

single on this album most likely because of the

presence of Avenged Sevenfold pair Shadows

and Synster Gates who add bridge vocals and

background guitar to an otherwise mediocre track

The River is about their adopted home and

rather predictably reflects upon how depressing

and confusing Los Angeles can be

Essentially The Good Morning Revival is

more of nail in the coffin than it is revitalization

An example is the song All Black where lead

singer Joel Madden declares that his life is all

black and compares it to list of irrelevant things

that are black like his clothes Johnny Cash and the

color of the seats in his car

When it comes down to it there are three

things Joel Madden and Good Charlotte wanted

fans to know when they recorded this album that

living in LA is daily torture that they wear black

and therefore are hardcore and that Joel is still not

over his breakup with pop-princess Hilary Duff

Nice try Good Charlotte but this CD may just

be the end of the road

Arcadia University

Mo to rsto rm

redeems the PS3
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By JAKE SCALICI

Staff Writer

March has been quite the month for Playstation owners With

new game release since the Chu and an updated

fast free online gaming netvv flawlessly

have someti like the

st looking game to

Core with the

eated for It takes system

water and resurrected it by show

Ity The game looks stunmng it

rocessor and uses it more than any other game

cually evident on an HDTV Each terrain looks

-ood

Good Morning
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Senior lacrosse player Stacy Spezzano on her time as an athlete

By KATHLEEN SMITH

Staff Writer

Nobody quite understands the pressure of busy

schedule like college athlete For senior athlete the

demands are particularly tough Between attending prac

tices games and class and working on homework and

Senior Thesis it seems almost impossible to stay sane

But Stacy Spezzano senior lacrosse player at

Arcadia University has found that while tough it is in

fact possible

It gets hard sometimes Spezzano says but

actually do better my classes when am in season

because am more organized and Fm better with time-

management because have to be
Spezzano is senior Communications major She

will be graduating in May with Bachelofs Degree in

Print Communications

Although she is not exactly sure as to what she

wants to do she knows that her ultimate ambition is to do

something that makes her happy

My main goal for the near future is to find

something love to do she says

This might mean more school

She says that she would love to continue her

studies and that she is considering graduate school

Growing up in Edgewater Park New Jersey

Spezzano spent much of her time being athletically guid

ed by her older brother Pete He helped her to improve as

an athlete by practicing with her

Though he was tough on her at times Spezzano

says that her brother has been her biggest mentor He

helped her to improve as an athlete by explaining what she

could do to improve her skills

He was kind of hard of me she says which

am happy about now because he made me play better

Before entering college Spezzano also played

basketball and field hockey

She says sports have helped her in number of

ways especially with time-management as shes had to

leam to juggle practice games and homework

Sports have also forced me to be healthy she

explains

When she is in-season Spezzano works out

every day which helps her both physically and mentally

She also finds that sports help her socially

Being involved in sports has introduced me to

many great people coaches and friends she says Ifs

great way to meet people especially if you are on the quiet

side or if you are nervous about starting high school or

college

When she was attending high school at Holy

Cross High School in Delran New Jersey Spezzano was

moved to the varsity lacrosse team her freshman year By

her junior year she was team captain

During her sophomore year at Arcadia Spezzano

received All-Pennsylvania Athletic Conference honorable

mention She considers this to be one of her proudest

moments in her career

It isnt huge title but it made me feel good to

realize that even though had been playing lacrosse for

while could still improve the way play the game she

says

With May drawing closer and her college career

nearing an end Spezzano has no plans of ending her

involvement in lacrosse She wants to remain active in

whatever ways possible

Coaching is definitely something would love

to do she says also will be looking for tournaments

and clinics that can play once my college career is over

AU Lacrosse team battling it out on the field


